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Abstract: This study aims to develop a GIS tool, which can estimate small zonal population
with a high accuracy and feasibility for land-use and transportation model. With this tool
accurate zonal population can be obtained automatically aller census database is
established. The tool makes a visual view, which is easy for users lo interface with the
computer. With this tool, zoning tbr land-use and transportation model becomes much
more tlexible without inducing further work of population survey. This tool can be further
developed into a GUI plattbrm tbr land-use and transportation integrated model.

1. BACKGROUND

Many integrated land-use and transportation model have been developed. In these models,
the tlrst coming sub-model is always the population forecasting model, because tbrecasted
population is deadly needed for calculating zonal generated and attracted trips. Even
though population-tbrecasting sub-model is relatively simple compared to other sub-
models, the tbrecasted population has a strong influence on the accuracy of the whole-
integrated model. 11 means that population data is the basic data for the integrated land-use
and transportation model. Without detailed time series zonal population data, an actual-like
tuture population for each zone could not be calculated. However, gaining population data
is not an easy work. Especially, when land-use and transportation models are integrated
into a system, urban area might be divided into thousand zones. Collecting zonal data tbr
population tbrecasting model is always an expensive and time-cost work.

Recently, developments in the tield of GIS help to simulate urban models. No one has
doubted that GIS will ultimately make large-scale urban models thrive again and that land-
use and transportation model integration will be intensively improved (Kim, Park & l*e,
1998). In order to provide adequate functions for the integration of land-use and
transportation models, GIS technologies will primarily assist in identifying connectivity,
contiguity, and proximity on a complicated urban transporl network. GIS technologies can
deal with more complicated urban slructure, and then they can surely help the urban
planner to tbrecast the future urban trend, to create developing plan and to make some
decisions with an intertace tool. In order to integrate land-use and transportalion models
into a GIS system, lots of databases are needed to establish. It is obviously that the
traditional data surveying, collecting melhods could no longer satisty the new trends.
Developing new data surveying methods, especially a GUI (graphic user intertace)
surveying tool, which is embedded into GlS-oriented land-use and transportation model
become one of the key problems.

This study aims to develop a GIS tool, which can estimate small zonal population in land-
use and transportation model easily. A plattbrm, which is used for user-intertace operation,
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is created by "Visual Basic". Maps managed by Mapinfo and databases supported by "MS-

Access" ari integrated in the platform. According to the zoning design, zonal population

can be calculated by using the "m€nu" or "function button" on the platform. For example,

when the zonal layout in the map-window is change by mouse, new zonal population can

be calculated immediately. Basic population data sources for this tool are census data.

2. EXISTING DATAAND STUDY METHOD

The tool developed here takes Japan's cities as the study areas. Main data tbr urban

population ,u*.ying is tiom census, which is implemented every 5 yeas in Japan. Normal

".nru. 
process onA in" available data are stated below. First, an urban area is divided into

*uny 
"Lnru 

zones, the zonal layout and series numbers will be indicated in 1/2500 urban

mapi which cclpies can be obtained tiom city governmenl afterward. Second, based on the

,onul mup, statt witt carry out the t'ield survey house-by-house to obtain houscholds

intbrmation such as male and tbmale members, members' names, ages and employment'

Finally, above collected intbrmation will be aggregated to become several kinds of

population data, which will be published as census results'

The results of the above census survey are as tbllows:

7.ll25OO census map with zonal layout and zonal serial numbers;

2.Building-draft maps with households'position and numbers tbr each zone;

3.Lists of members of each household number, generally including male and t'emale

members (sometimes including employment situation)'

4.Statistic census tables published by governments (local or central governmcnt), including

summed-up and adjusted data.

The data 1,2 and 3 can not be obtained unless an approval tiom city governments is gotten'

Final table, which show the surveying results of both total urban population and population

tbr each census zone, can be bought without government approvals,

Actually, census is oll'ering plentitul time series and detailed population data tbr urban

planning. However, the problem is that generally census zones are usually either larger or

dillerent tiom the zones in land-use transportation integrated model (herealler we call them

as urban planning zones), theretbre, the original census data can not be directly used in the

model. tn CtS, if you overlay the urban ptanning zones to census ones, data can be

transt'erred by areal interpolation methods. Figure 1

shows the situation, data in the circle can be estimated

tiom the data in zones 2-5 by the ratios of their areas

within the circle (SADAHIRO, 1999). If the data in zones

2-5 distribute randomly, the estimating error may be

accepted, however we can not expect the residential

houses distribute randomly. Then in the integrated model
Figurt I Artal

how to use census data, which is constructed by government regularly, to get the accurale

data is an essential Problem.

Till now, almost all of the existing methods of calculating urban planningzonal population

tiom census zones are treaded by "manual graphic methods". Their procedures can be

normally described as tbllows'
l.Transt'erring boundaries of urban planning zones to the 1/2500 census maps;
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2.Basing on the topographical t'ealures, comparing household drafts with census maps to
draw urban planning zones'boundaries into household dral1s;

3.Counting household numbers and recording the numbers tbr each urban planning zone in
lhe house draft map;

4.Finding household's members tbr each household by matching the numbers in both
household drafls and household lists;

S.Typing the golten data to some xrtlware such as MS-Excel or lntusl-2-3 to sum up the
population tbr urban planning zones.

Il is obviously that in this process, lots of works are done by hand rather than by computer.
The shortages tbr this method are those, l.working process can not be repeated easily. In
the surveying, the unique check that can tind working mistake is to compare the census
population with the calculated prpulation in the last step. If there is any error tirund, almost
all of the done works have to be repcated again; 2.This process could not be linked to tand
use-transport model as a scgment automatically.

In tact, in urban land-use and transportation planning, zoning system changes tiom time to
time since zoning is an iterated process, it is imp,ossible tbr us to decide zonal boundaries
once. Theretirre, a method that can be repeated easily is necessary in calculating urban
planning zone's population. Adopting GIS will alleviate a great deal of data inventory
problems and can embed population-surveying process into the integraled models
automatically. Analyzing the akrve available data we can llnd that therc cxist two kinds of
data. one is toprgraphical data such as ccnsus zone, which can be managcd by GIS
soliwarc. Another is text data such as households' list, which can be trcatcd by Database.
In GIS, If we link topographical data to lhe Dalabase, an aulomatic working proccss could
be cstablishcd.

3. DIGITAL MAPS AND DATABASE TABLE

3.1 Several [,ayers in GIS
When lhe inlegrated land-use and transportation model is used in an urban area, tirst the
area will be divided into smaller internal zones. Z)nal numbers will depcnd on a

compromise bctween a series of criteria ( J.de D. Ortuzar et,al l99o). For example, the
analysis of traftic managemenl schemes will generally call tbr smaller zones, otten
representing cvcn car parks or major generates o[lrips. Stratcgic studies, on the other hand,
will olten be carried out on the basis of much larger zones. According to J.de D. Ortuzar,
the tolkrwing is a list of zoning criteria, which has been compilcd liom experience in
several practical studies.
1.Zrning size must be such that the aggregalion errrr caused by the assumption that all

activitics are concentrated at the centroid is not too large.
2.ktning system must be compalible with other adminislrative divisions, particularly with

census zones.

3. Zones should be as homogeneous as p,ossible in their land use and/or population
composition.

4. ktne txrundaries must be compatible with cordons and screen lines and with those of
previous zoning system.

5. The shape of the zones should allow an easy determination of their centroid connectors.
6. Zrnes do not have to be ofequal size.
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According to both the above regulations and some facts of Japan's urban area, we create a

digital ma'p in which urban planiing zones are depicted' The zoning principle in this map is

pr-iuitegea as tbllows. 1. City's ldministrative Boundary, 2. City's Urban Planning
'nornairy, 3. City's Urbanization and Urbanization Adjusting Boundary, 4' Primary School

Ward Boundary, 5. Streets Boundary, 6' Land-Use Category Boundary'

Figure2showsthelayerforaJapan'surbanplanningzone,atnowintbrmationaboutits
zones can include urban plan code, land-use code etc. Ii we overlap census layer upon

urban planning layer, we can get a zonal map that can satisty land use-transportation

model. Secondly, we digitize tlZSOO census map with digilizer to get another layer as

illustrated in Figure s. i6it layer just includes some geographical intbrmation such as

zone,s ID and centroid. In this stage no social intbrmation like household or population

exists. If we wanl it to become a= usetul GIS layer we have to add the needed social

intbrmation onto it.

Another census geographical intbrmation is household draft, in which household positions

are indicatgd in the context of census zonal serial numbers' These numbers are digitized to

become the third layer named household layer as shown in Figure 4, in which households

aretreatedaspointobjectswithgeographicalpositionandserialnumbers.Thelast
g"ogr"pt,i" tayei is residential Uuildlng tayer. Generally, in Japan the digital map can be

obtained rather than created since an existing building layer should exist' It will be used tbr

error check to tind mistake in the working process'

Figure 4 Household Points laYer

Figure 2 l-ayer of Urban PlanningZone
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Figure 3 l-:yer of Census Zones

Figure 5 Residential Buildings Layer
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Till now we have obtained tbur separated geographic layers. Among them census zones,
household points and residential buildings layers are existing data, which will not change
during the working process, their digital-type data can be bought in Japan tiom some
agencies. This can ease the work of inputting large amount of data through keyboard and
save lot of working time. On lhe contrary, decision of urban planning zones is a t'eedback
process, government, research institutes or some technical cclmpanies might involve in this
process. Theretbre, wilhout an automatic tool lilr treating the afterward works, changing of
urban planning zones means waste of money and time. We develop a GIS tool to automate
the small zonal population surveying based on lhe mentioned tirur layers.

4. TOOL FOR TRE{TING GEOGRAPHICAL AND SOCIAL DATA

We use "Visual Basic" to create a platetbrm, in which a picture-krx is designed to load an<l
display the operation of the geographic layers. In addtion, some manu iterms are desinded
to edit or overlap the geographic layers. We also create some event buttons onto the
platetrlrm, which will deat with the "Access Table" to dislribute or summming up
poupulation data. This platetbrm is shown in Figure 6.
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4.1 Overlapping Census Layer onto Urban Planning t ayer
Generally, census zones are much dift'erent tiom urban planning zones, calculating urban
planning zonal population wilh census zones Cala needs overlapping the two layers to each
olher. A procedure is created to deal wilh this overlapping automalically. Figure 7 explains
the two overlapped original layers, and Figure 9 is the result of the overlapping - a new
layer in GIS. Its geographic data are smallest polygons in the new layer, and the text
intirrmation, which can also be calculated in the procedure, and input to a table such as

Figure 6 Plattbrm of the GIS Tbol
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4.2 Overlapping Residential.Building Layer onto smallest Polygon Layer

ln order to save time and cost, we will not project all households as points into the

geographical layer. We will explain this in detail in next section. It is rational to say that the

iones 
-without 

residential Uuitaings should not have households' Therefore, if we

previously know that among several smallest polygons, which make up a census zone, only

Lne of them has residential buildings, then zonal households will totally concentrate in this

polygon to leave other relevant polygons without households. Then we have to overlap the

fuiiilng layer onto the smallest polygons to find each polygon's residential building

amount. This process is illustrated in Figure 8 and Table 2 is gotten'

4.3 Overlapping Household Points Layer onto smallest Polygon Layer

Till now, 
"i""pt 

tt" information in Tables I and2, there is not other information for the

smallest potygons. Then the third procedure will be able to overlap household points onto

the smallesi polygon layer and to find point's household-number in each polygon'

Overlapping image is the same as shown in Figure 8, and Figure l0 is the result of the

overlapping - another new layer in GIS.

Zhong-Zhen YANG

Table 1, is the relationships among the polygons in the tress layers'

Figure 7 Image of the Overlapped Layers

Figure 8 Image of Overlapped Layers

Figure 9 I-ayer of the Smallest Polygon ligure l0 Smallest Polygon with Households Points

Its geographic data are smallest polygons with their household points, and the text

information, which can also be calculated and input to a table such as Table 3, is the

relationship between the smallest polygons and the households numbers'
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Table 3 Households Number in Smallest

Polygon ID Household No. Planning TnnelD Census T,anelD Building Amount

1 1 I J N11

1. 2 I J N21

N1 K1 MI L7 N31

In previous Chapter we talked about establishment of the households-point layer, here we

add some explanation of the technique of projecting the points into the layer. In fact, not all
ofthe households are projected to the layer as point's object. Ifa census zone is not divided
into several segments, it means that the census zone is same or is included in a smallest
polygon. In this census zone, households in the zone will be totally included in a smallest
polygon, just pass the households and population to the relevant polygon is enough.

Theretbre, the proiected points are such p,oints that their census zones consist of several

smallest pllygons. Trough treating Table 1, we can tell which census zone is divided into
several segments, the method is to count the column of Census Tnne lD. If a Census Zone
ID appears just one time, it means the zone is not divided by urban planning zone,

otherwise the zones are divided as many times as its ID appears.

4.4 Calculating Small Zonal Households/Population from Text Data
Now besides the text data bought tiom some agent such as census zonal population,

household's list, we got some other text data in Tables 1, 2 and 3 by overlapping some

Iayer in GIS. Since iust the households in the divided census zones are projected to a layer
as point obiects, we have to type a table to indicate the conesponding households data tbr
the questioned households as Table 4 based on the household's list tbr later use.

Table 4 Household's List of the divided Census Zones

Census Zone ID Households No. Male Member Female Member Remark

1 I 2 2
2 1 J

N 3 2
N ) 2 4

Our next work is to design a procedure to calculate the households and population in the

smallest polygons. It is divided into tbur steps, each step links two tables to each other by a
relevant keys. In order to make a good visual image, a button named "Population
Calculator" is installed onto the "Main Form" as shown in 6. When the button is clicked,
the module will work to tlnish calculating each smallest polygon's male and t'emale

population and households. The button function supported by the "SQL (Standard Query
[,anguage)" tool is described below.

First, using Census Zone ID as the linking key, we can add households and population
Census Zones to Table 1 as parent's households and population colurnns to get Table
Meaning time, building's amount in Table 2 is also input into Table 4.

in
5.
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Secqnd, using bpth Census Zone ID and Householtls Number as linking keys, we add

male/female memhers in Table 4 lo Table 3 to get Table 6. Then counling Households-No.

and summing up Male/Female Mcmbers in the table by grouping Polygon ID, we can get

rclcvant h6usch6lds and population lirr each smallest polygon (note: the smallest polygons

here are those relatcd to thc divided ccnsus z-ones)

Third, using Smallest Polygon ID as the linking kcy, we will input the population and

hpuseholds gotten in stcp 2 into table 5. Till now, households and populations in the

polygons that are relevant to the divided census zones arc calculated. Thcn we will treat the

ietl smallcst grlygons, it is very simple, what we have to do is just transt'crring the data in

parenl's houscholds and population columns in each rccord tcl the households and

population columns.

Forth, we will do scveral checks to tind the possible errors in the original data or working

process. This error intbrmation will be input to r'f,v16v Qrluffins" in Table 5. One check is

to see if there are households in a polygon but there is not residential building, or there are

spme residential builtlings but there is no household. Another check is to see i[ the average

parent households/population equals to sum up households/population or not when

grouped by Census ID. These error-messages can help us to adjust the data to the most

updated one.

5. SOME DISCUSSIONS

As we mentipned, ccnsus table can always bc bought. However, the housch<lld's drall or

list is not available tirr somc situations. Il then, we have to tlnd some substitutcd data. For

example, one of the best substitutions is the residential house map published by some

surveying companies in Japan. In this case, households can be numbered, but the

household's members are not available. As the result, we can iust calculate each smallest

polygon's households rather than households and population. In order to get the grpulation,

we suggest to distribute population in each ccnsus zone to the polygons bascd on the rates

between the households in the polygclns and census zone.

This developed tool can used not only tbr land-use and trans;x.rrtation integrated mcldel, but
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also for some general urban planning such as master planning. Using this tool, basic urban

zoning is tieely, planner can zoning arbitrarily according to their needs. Responding to

each census, using this tool the households/population in smallest polygons can be

calculated easily. The picture box in the "Main Form" can be used tbr not only loading
layers here mentioned, but also loading any layers such as road-network, land-use pattern

etc. Then it is very easy tbr us lo use the plattbrm as a monitor to get suitable visual

imagines of the integrated land-use and transporlation model.

6. CONCLOSIONS

Integrating Maplntb (a software of GIS) with MS-Access (a database sotlware) lhrough

MS-VB, we dcveloped a tool that can calculate small zonal population tbr land-use and

transportation planning. Because lbrm in VB is used as the working plattbrm, this tool has

both gclod visual view and excellent function. On thc other side, using "Access Table" can

design or output very pretty report tbr some other purposes. Just with Maplntb this kind of
reports can nol be accomplished.

At present, in order to run this tool, some original data such as census map, census tables,

household draft and households list are needed. Because most of them can be bought with
the digital-type data, it is very easy tbr us to change them into database table tirr aherward

use. On the other hand, creating geographic layers cost lot of time, however, these layers

can be also used after population calculation if GIS tends to be applied to an urban model.

The picture box in the platt'orm can also be used tbr load some other maps such as urban

road network, land using pattern and so on. Because we set almost all of the Maplntb

lunctions onto the plattbrm's manus-items or icons, we can demonstrate transportation,

land use and environmental items map very easily.
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